
We’re often asked how our chargers are different from other 
chargers on the market. It’s easy - our patented Pulse Technology 
removes existing sulfates from the battery plates and prevents new 
ones from forming. Charging with our Pulse Technology provides a 
powerful 1-2 punch to the battery. 

PulseTech utilizes propriety algorithms combined with microproces-
sor controlled technology to automatically deter mine the precise 
charge rate so our products know when to safely start and stop the 
charging process. There is no danger of overheating and batteries 
can even be left unattended for weeks at a time. 

Pulse Technology uses a high frequency conditioning pulse on a 
second circuit to attack and remove sulfates on the battery plates. 
This allows the battery to hold more energy, recharge faster and last 
up to three times longer!

You get what you pay for - don’t be fooled by cheap imitations.
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Use the Power of the Sun to Extend the 
Life and Power of Your Batteries
Our SolarPulse solar chargers prevent the normal loss of battery 
power on vehicles and equipment stored outside and apply our 
sulfate killing patented Pulse Technology ensuring your batteries 
remain in peak condition extending battery life up to three times. 
These solar panels are compact, easy to install and 
are virtually indestructible.

Part No: 735X468   Model: SP-12, 12-Watt    
Part No: 735X467   Model: SP-7, 7-Watt    
Part No: 735X453   Model: SP-3, 3-Watt   

Proven to Increase Voltage and CCAs
Batteries were tested on multiple buses with and without SP-5s 
installed. In as little as two weeks, dramatic battery voltage and 
CCA (cold cranking amps) improvement was seen in buses with 
SP-5s installed in contrast to the other buses, which showed a 
decrease in voltage and CCA across the board. 
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SP-12

SP-3

BMP Kits
Each BMP kit comes with 
a recovery charger, battery 
maintainer and battery 
tester. See chart below to 
choose which kit is right 
for you and see inside for 
more info on each item. 

Part No: 746X201    
Model: BMP-1

Part No: 746X202    
Model: BMP-2

Part No: 746X203    
Model: BMP-3

Kit Includes These Items:

Kit
If You Discard X 
Batteries/Month

Recovery 
Charger

Battery  
Maintainer

Battery 
Tester

BMP-1 50+ SC-12 PRO-12-RP 777P-PT

BMP-2 25-50 SC-6 PRO-12-RP 390PT

BMP-3 1-25 SC-2 PRO-12-RP 390PT

BMP-1777P-PT
PRO-12-RP

SC-12

Demolish Your Battery Budget with Our  
Battery Maintenance Management Program

• Increases battery voltage 
and capacity

• Improves battery CCAs

• Extends battery life by up 
to three times

• Removes sulfates from the 
battery plates

• Drastically reduces battery 
budget

• Dramatically reduces  
jumpstarts

• Reduces warranty issues

• Helps protect our  
environment

www.pulsetech.net        
(800) 580-7554

Pulse Waveform

www.pulsetech.net        
(800) 580-7554



390PT  
and 777P-PT  
Battery Analyzers
Test 6V and 12V lead-acid batteries in or out of the vehicle as well as 
12V and 24V charging systems for proper operation. Both of these 
analyzers display both battery voltage and cranking amp capacity in 
seconds. The 777P-PT also has a built-in printer making it an essen-
tial tool for diagnosing battery condition and record keeping.

Part No: 741X390   Model: 390PT    
Part No: 741X777   Model: 777P-PT

390PT
777P-PT

SC-2

Don’t Replace  
Batteries When You 
Can Recover Them
Recover most heavily discharged 
and sulfated 12V batteries (VRLA, AGM, 
gel or flooded cell) with one of our suitcase recovery chargers. Our 
patented Pulse Technology removes and prevents sulfate crystals 
from the battery plates increasing the battery’s ability to accept, 
store and release energy. Each of the charging channels (6 amps per 
channel) operates in isolation, allowing any combination of battery 
brands to be recharged at the same time. Five LED indicators next 
to each channel show when it’s time to test the status of each bat-
tery so there’s no guesswork. These recovery chargers are safe and 
easy to use. They are reverse polarity protected, have spark-free 
operation and prevent overcharging no matter how long they’re left 
connected. The SC-12 can recover 12 batteries at a time, the SC-6 
can recover six batteries and the SC-2 can recover two batteries.

Part No: 745X810   Model: SC-12 
Part No: 745X816   Model: SC-6 
Part No: 745X814   Model: SC-2

SC-6

The King Kong of  
Recovery Chargers
The XCR is a 16-amp shop re-
covery charger and is ideal for 
recovering larger 12V batteries 
including those in groups 31, 
4-D and 8-D. It can be used 
on standalone batteries 
in the shop or even on 
batteries still installed in 
the vehicle. With its higher 
output capacity batteries can be 
recovered quickly and returned to ser-
vice. LEDs make it easy to understand and the patented 
Pulse Technology solves your sulfation issues.

Part No: 100X500   Model: XCR   

4-Channel QuadLink Multiplier
• Turn one maintenance charger into four

• Compatible with most 6V and 12V battery chargers

• Charge 6V or 12V batteries in 24V, 36V or 48V series  
   configurations

• Completely safe with no danger of overheating  
   or overcharging batteries 

The QuadLink turns most brands of 6V or 12V chargers into a 
four-station charger. It automatically splits and distributes 15-min-
ute charge segments sequentially from battery to battery. LEDs 
indicate connection and charging status. Cycle rotation continues 
indefinitely.

The QuadLink is also able to maintain batteries in 24V, 36V and 48V 
series connected configurations at a maximum level. Maintaining 
independent segments allow batteries wired in series to be charged 
in place without having to remove them from vehicles or equipment, 
saving time and manpower. Five-year limited warranty.

Part No: 100X004  Model: XC-QL4

PowerPulse  
12V Battery  
Maintenance  
System
Selected as a Top 50 Product by 
Automotive Engineering maga-
zine, the PowerPulse is designed 
especially for frequently-charged 12-volt battery systems. It is a 
performance enhancing device that helps batteries charge faster, 
last longer and provide maximum performance and power.

Part No: 735X012   Model: PP-12-L 
Part No: 735X024   Model: PP-24-L 
Part No: 735X036   Model: PP-36-L 
Part No: 735X048   Model: PP-48-L

PRO-12-RP, 12-Station  
Battery Maintenance  
System
Keep as many as 12 stored 12-Volt 
lead-acid batteries fully charged and 
in ‘factory fresh’ condition until you’re 
ready to use them. LEDs indicate the 
status of each battery.

Part No: 746X915   Model: PRO-12-RP

Maintain Batteries In Your Shop

Maintain Batteries In Your Vehicles

A full year after the PowerPulse installation, all six batteries 
showed a higher CCA (Cold Cranking Amp) and voltage reading 
than when they were brand new. In this study, the Texas Fire De-
partment extended the lifespan of their batteries and saw a 74% 
savings in battery costs over a five year period.
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